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the ninem foundation is a health foundation dedicated to improving the quality of nursing practice and research worldwide. it promotes an evidence-based approach to nursing, including the systematic use of research, and fosters innovative and interdisciplinary collaborations. the foundation seeks to accelerate the translation of nursing research
into practice and policy, and to advance nursing education and research. the university of utah school of nursing - michele stewart, rn, phd, faan, is an associate professor in the department of human development at the university of utah, where she teaches and conducts clinical and research projects in the areas of health services, health

behavior, nursing education, and health policy. she serves as chair of the american association of colleges of nursing (aacn) diversity committee, chair of the nursing education subcommittee of the american association of colleges of nursing (aacn) committee on the status of minority nurses, and a member of the aacn board of directors. she is a
former chair of the american heart association's committee on education, and served as a member of the 2010 and 2012 american board of education awards selection committee. she has been named a fellow of the american academy of nursing. mercy health - catherine braddick, rn, bsn, an advanced practice registered nurse and educator, is

employed at mercy health st. louis as a certified nurse practitioner. she also serves as an adjunct faculty member for the department of nursing at washington university. she is a member of the mercy health nurse educators' association.
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more than 700 years before nightingales arrival, the roman physician avicenna (9th century) wrote about the anatomy of the circulatory system, which he
attributed to the motions of a four-chambered heart. by the time nightingale wrote her first book, she was already aware of this information, having gone

through many years of learning medicine, anatomy, and physiology, and intensive study of the human heart and blood circulation. it was from this, and her
experiences as a nurse, that she developed her own theories and hypotheses about the functioning of the human body. she also made some profound

discoveries in the field of nursing. in the early 1850s, nightingale returned to london, where she took a nursing job in a middlesex hospital for ailing
governesses. her performance there so impressed her employer that nightingale was promoted to the superintendent within just a year of being hired. the

position proved challenging as nightingale grappled with a cholera outbreak and unsanitary conditions conducive to the rapid spread of the disease. nightingale
made it her mission to improve hygiene practices, significantly lowering the death rate at the hospital in the process. the hard work took a toll on her health.
she had just barely recovered when the biggest challenge of her nursing career presented itself. copyright 2010, oxford university press. all rights reserved.
reproduction in whole or in part in any form or medium without the prior written permission of oxford university press is prohibited. published in the united

states by oxford university press, oxford university press is a registered trademark of oxford university press. 5ec8ef588b
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